
Brook House 
Sacked without interview 

• Calvin Sanders 

• Nathan Ring 

• John Connolly 

Sacked post investigation and Interview. 

• Derek Murphy — abusive to detainee 

• Clayton Fraser — didn't complete UOF forms 

• Charlie Francis — didn't complete use of force forms 

1. On the 1" of June, DCO Dave Webb, stated that during the restraint of Kosovan detainee 

D149 the (Webb) hurt his D149 b arm so severely, his screams could be 
"heard-in ofher parts of the IRC. 

Neither D149 nor anyone else has reported this incident to the Police as there are no 
reports present on NICHE or Storm. 

Callum Tulley was spoken to and there is nothing to suggest that reasonable force was not 
used. The detainee was violent towards everyone and this was a planned intervention. 
Callum was also present with his camera and believed all acted appropriately. 

Brook House carried out an investigation and found the allegation unsubstantiated. i Dia 
was initially compliant but then became non-compliant and during the incident can be heard 
being very vocal. 

No further action should be taken and the incident not crimed. 

2. On the 14th of June a detainee, with serious, pre-existing mental health issues who was 
later sectioned in a psychiatric hospital, was threatened by DCO Derek Murphy who said, 
"clean this window", "tell him if he keeps going I'm going to smash the fucking shit out of 
him", "listen listen stop fucking about you understand stop" and "I don't want to come 
back in this room again you'll be in trouble all right". 

Neither the detainee nor anyone else has reported this incident to the Police as there are no 
reports present on NICHE or Storm. 

Murphy was interviewed during the internal investigation and admitted saying these words 
but had no intention of acting them out. He further admitted it did not look good or 
professional but said he did later have a good rapport with the detainee. 

I believe these comments are not criminal and they should be dealt with internally which 
they have been as DCO Murphy has now been sacked. 

No further action should be taken and the incident not crimed. 
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3. On the 24th of April 2017 a detainee named I: D1274 !was cut with a razor blade 
on his throat by another detainee'. D2603 

CAD 291 of 24/4/17 refers — No blade was seen on CCTV and the victim only had a minor 
scratch which may have been caused by a spoon. 

The CAD was closed without being crimed so this has now been done (47170150200) 

The victim did not want any police action and the injury was very minor. 

No further action should be taken. 

4. On 14th of May a Lithuanian detainee named [ D2423 -;was assaulted with a pool 
ball or pool cue on C Wing. 

47170067151 refers — This report was filed as the victim refused to assist police and the 
other person involved was deported prior to being spoken to. 

No further action should be taken. 

5. On the 1" of June detainee D544 ;was involved in an altercation 
with another detainee which resulted in Mr p544._._. having at least one of his dreadlocks 
pulled out. 

4717077924 refers — This report was filed by the Contact Centre as the victim refused to 
speak to the Police. 

No further action should be taken. 

6. On the 5th of June, there was an incident inside healthcare where two detainee had to be 
separated by staff. Later in the association corridor between C & D Wing the two 
detainees came into contact and a brief fight ensued with one detainee kicking the other. 

Neither person involved nor anyone else has reported this incident to the Police as there are 
no report present on NICHE or Storm. 

I thought at the very least an offence of affray should be recorded however when this was 
done (47170165587 refers) the CMU Supervisor has then "no crimed" the report as what 
occurred did not amount to an affray. 

7. On the 6th of June there was a first response called to the art room where a Jamaican 
detainee, D3733 I had allegedly assaulted a Moroccan detainee. 

L._ 

47170079130 refers — This report was filed at the time with no further action being taken as 
the Sergeant reviewing the matter deemed it not in the public interest. 

It was a minor assault with no witnesses or CCTV or evidence of any injuries to the victim. 
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Brook House have managed the situation internally and the suspect was moved to another 
detention centre in Oxford. 

No further action should be taken. 

8. On an unknown date, DCO Derek Murphy is alleged to have punched a detainee in the 
jaw, who had previously bitten him. 

Murphy has been the victim of two recorded bites however there are no reports on NICHE 
or Storm relating to him punching a detainee. 

Murphy was interviewed during the internal investigation and denied the allegation. 

There is use of force paperwork in relation to Murphy being bitten but his Manager when 
interviewed does not recall any incident where he has punched anyone. 

There is no supporting evidence to say this incident occurred and no victim has ever come 
forward. Murphy has also since been sacked. 

No further action taken and incident not crimed. 

9. On the 246' of April DCO Kalvin Sanders, while on a constant supervision, has said that he 
twisted the hand of a detainee L _ _ _ _ 01527_ and he then slammed that detainee's 
head against a table. 

Neither D1527 !nor anyone else has reported this incident to the Police as there are no 
reports present on NICHE or Storm. 

D1527i was spoken to with his solicitor present but does not recall the incident. 

These is no supporting evidence to suggest this incident occurred (CCTV or witnesses), [D.1521 

I Disniclid not remember it and now it is out of time therefore no further action should be 
taken. 

10. On the 25th of April, during a use of physical restraint Jan Paschali choked detainee 

D1527 :on E Wing in an apparent effort to render Mr L-015271unconscious, an 
event in which a number of other officers were involved. During the restraint Jan Paschali 
said to the detainee, "Don't you fucking move you fucking piece of shit, I'm going to put 
you to fucking sleep". 

NeitheriD1527nor anyone else reported this incident however due to the video evidence it 
has now be crimed as 47170135745. 

• CCTV from BBC obtained. 

• Statement from Callum Tulley obtained. 

• Witnesses — Charlie Francis was on an arm / Clayton Fraser was on the legs and 
Nurse Jo Buss was in the doorway. All three have been spoken to and did not want 
to provide statements. All three have already been sacked for not completing the 
relevant use of force forms relating to this incident. 
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• C & R Trainer has provided a statement confirming the suspect actions were not 
approved. 

• Suspect being interview on 12th February at Gatwick with their solicitor. 

11. On the 8th of May, DCO Derek Murphy said that while on shift the previous week he had 
chopped with his open hand or punched a detainee on E Wing under the chin, causing him 
to spit out a razor blade which the detainee had concealed in his mouth. 

There are no report present on NICHE or Storm. 

Murphy was interviewed during the internal investigation and denied the allegation. 

There is paperwork and use of force forms relating to a detainee being restrained but none 
of them reference Murphy "chopping with an open hand" or "punching a detainee". 

This is covered in Callum Tulley's statement and could be an act to prevent harm and / or 
harm to others. It is not a taught method but could be reasonable in the circumstances and 
the C & R trainer said it could have been justified. 

Nothing was captured on camera; only Murphy's verbals to camera. 

There is no supporting evidence to say this incident occurred and no victim has ever come 
forward. Murphy has also since then been sacked by Brook House. 

No further action should be taken and incident not crimed. 

12. On the 15th of June DCO Sean Sayers picked up a detainee named L _ _ _ _ _D313_ _ _ _ _ 
DCO Sean Sayers lifted him and put him in his room and later stated that he 'accidentally' 
used the detainees face to get up off the bed. According to witness DCO Daniel Small, DCO 
Sean Sayers struck the detainee with the back of his hand. 

No report present on NICHE or Storm but has now been crimed as 47170155213. 

Daniel Small was interviewed by Brook House but denied witnessing anything. 

Sayers denied the offence saying that 13313 !was a small man so no reason to do that. 

Two other DCO's were on the Wing at the time and followed Sayers into ! D313 i room. 
They were interviewed and denied seeing anything untoward. 

A nurse also sees! D313 45 mins after the Spice attack which was lead up to this incident 
and nothing was seen by her or reported by him. 

Two recorded letters sent to him without reply. 

There is no corroboration to say Sayers committed this offence so no further action should 
be taken. 
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13. A detainee has told the BBC he did try to kill himself by drinking washing up liquid and that 
an officer shouted racial abuse at him on or around the 15th of May. 

No racist incidents have been reported on NICHE or Storm. 

There is nothing on the BBC clips to suggest this incident happened and Callum doesn't 
really recall it. 

No further action should be taken. 

14.i D852 was put in the same room as ! D544 i who has 
demonstrated on two separate occasions his violent nature, once on the 24th of May 
where he threatened to punch in the face anyone who so much as stepped on his toe; and 
again on the 1st of June where he threatened to kill a fellow detainee. 

There are no reports present on NICHE or Storm. 

No further action should be taken. 
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